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Social interactions either daily communication are constantly liked to other via facilitation of language. Beside people use language to speak, write and analyze, language also can be expressed by song lyric like data in the research because song lyric is one of the real samples of written language. In the 2017, there are an album appeared, it called Reputation album who made by songwriter and singer Taylor Swift and the album consists of 15 songs. Therefore, the writer was interested to do research about structure in the sentences.

In the research, the writer did search about what types of sentence in the data like simple sentence, compound sentence, complex sentence and compound-complex sentence and how the sentences is portrayed in the tree diagram. Syntax is the theory which used by the writer for analyzing the data.

The research used the qualitative method descriptive for analyzing data and explain the steps for collecting data. The research was conducted through several systematic steps of collecting the data. Technique of collecting data which was used by the writer is study documentation which is done by reading some references like books and thesis that has related to the topic. In analyzing data, the writer overstepped some steps like identifying the data, interpreting overall of data resource, and finding the conclusion.

The result of this research is there are 163 sentences found in Taylor Swift’s song lyrics in Reputation album. The album has four types of sentence which are simple sentence, compound sentence, complex sentence, and compound-complex sentence. The most occurred sentence types of is simple sentence, it is 120 sentences from the total of number data. Compound sentence; it has 12 sentences. Complex sentence; it has 30 sentences. The last is compound-complex; it has only one sentence.